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Mandie Rickaby

Quick On The Draw

Take three illustrators: each of whom has managed to scale the heights of an industry renowned for its 
competitiveness to carve a niche in the upper echelons of UK illustration.  Mandie Rickaby sketches a profile of the 
‘three top drawers” – and looks at the line they are taking in the current recession.

Andrea Byrne

Life changed overnight for Andrea Byrne (see her tongue-in -cheek self portrait left) the day she won The Guardian 
Fashion Illustrator Award in 1988. From selling clothes in Hyper Hyper, Kensington London while working on her 
portfolio under the counter, she suddenly discovered a new found confidence in her ability to become a fashion 
illustrator.  Two commissions for Elle and one for Drapers Record magazines became the deciding factor and she set 
herself up as full-time freelance. Describing herself as a fashion and figurative illustrator, Byrne is keen to point out 
that technical fashion drawing is not what she’s about. Figures and movement, rather than clothes themselves, form 
the basis of her outlook, giving her a broader- based appeal which clients have been quick to pick up on. 
Commissions include the Rimmel press campaign for ad agency Abbott Mead Vickers (she actually drew with the 
make-up being advertised): an album sleeve for Island Records: a hotel corporate symbol for Raymond Lowey 
international; a T- shirt design for Saatchi & Saatchi for an Ariel Liquid  commercial: and a title sequence for a pilot 
TV fashion programme. All this is a far cry from Andrea Byrne sales assistant, or the Andrea Byrne who sold double-
glazing for a week when she first came to London. Having studied an honours degree at Liverpool Polytechnic in 
fashion and textiles she then joined a community arts group in Blackburn Lancashire. A year later she was in London 
taking casual jobs until The Guardian presented her with her big break.

Gregarious by nature, Byrne feels that the sales experience in particular taught her a great deal. She enjoys the 
personal contact in hawking her portfolio and taking the brief herself - which is the main reason she chooses not to 
have an agent. Although she went through a quiet period a few months ago, the summer has proved frenetic. The 
main problem says Byrne, is cash flow. “People just seem to be holding onto their money.” However she would never 
let this change her attitude to a job “I wouldn’t do a better standard of work for one design agency or one ad agency. I 
put a lot of work into every job”

Now that she’s realised her ambition to work for Vogue, Byrne has set her sights on living in Paris or Milan. Coupled 
with this is her desire for experimentation and the desire to keep pushing herself to her creative limits “ I like 
unpredictability, I like change,” she says, “It means you’re progressing”. 


